Maintaining Your Jalite Product:
Jalite AAA Rigid PVC material has a long service life provided it is correctly maintained.
Products should be periodically cleaned at two month intervals, cleaning intervals may need to
be increased to compensate for harsh operating environments. It is important to use a non
aggressive cleaning method as aggressive cleaning will scratch the printed surface. It is
recommended that a soft cloth and a mild cleaning agent are used with a gentle cleaning action.
This will remove any residue dirt, dust or grease present which impedes the Jalite AAA light
transmission.
It is of the up most importance that NO solvent or chemical cleaning products are used as this
will attack the printed surface of the sign.
Provided these maintenance guidelines are followed your Jalite product will provide you with
many trouble free years of service.
We hope you are extremely satisfied with your Jalite product.
Recommended Fixing Methods:
Mechanical Fixing: - Jalite AAA Rigid signs can be easily drilled to accommodate various
screw sizes; generally 4 fixings per sign are used.
Adhesive bonding: - Various bonding materials are available on the market today but Jalite
have used two main solvent free methods for many years now and these are silicon and
adhesive tape.
Silicon: - Using a conventional solvent free silicon adhesive and application gun ‘zig zag’ beads
are run on the reverse of the sign which is then placed in its desired location, the adhesive has
a high initial grab which holds the sign in place whilst full curing occurs. Silicon adhesives are of
particular use when applying to a surface with slight imperfections and undulations as the silicon
spreads to accommodate various surface types.
Double sided Adhesives: - The selection of adhesive tape is based purely upon the application
surface. Flat surfaces i.e. smooth painted plasterboard finishes a thin carrier adhesive type
would be used, where as a textured surface would require a foam type adhesive to cater for
imperfections and undulations in the surface. Jalite can supply Jalite AAA rigid signs with
adhesive pre applied to your particular requirements.
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